Low Loss Flying
by
George Moffat
What I would like to talk about today essentially is how to win by not losing. You know there are people who
can do very intelligent things like Dick and A.J. and others. There is another way to do the whole thing. There is
the art of not making mistakes.
My contention is that in any sort of competition, really in very many fields, there are three possible ways to win.
You can have equipment that completely outclasses anybody else--for instance Dick Johnson in the Fifties with
the RJ-5--just a whole new departure, no other ship was in the same league. Or you can do something really
better than anybody else, for instance you can be absolute world champion thermal pilot. Or, a third thing, you
can avoid making mistakes. Well, number one is out, There really are no ships currently available that will
significantly outperform any other ships. So you have a Phoebus C, I have a Cirrus, or you have a Diamant 18.
They are all pretty much in the same bag. Poland, among other places, made this very clear indeed. So you can't
do it by equipment, at least not at the moment. How about by doing something dramatically better, thermalling
or high speed cruise or something of that sort? That's out, too. There isn't anybody who is demonstrably,
materially, better than any of the best other people today; and if you don't think so, take a look at the point
scores again. In Poland, for example, with the best in the world flying, there was an easily catchable difference
of points among the first five pilots in both the standard and open classes. One more day could have easily made
an upset. The points were very close, Consequently, since you can't have better equipment and you can't be
dramatically better at, say, thermalling or something like that, there remains the last thing, you can avoid
making a whole lot of little mistakes. You can add up the seconds that you save. And that's what I would like to
talk about today.
I would like to talk about this from two points of view, first the ship itself and what you can do to make the ship
save you some time, and secondly, I'd like to talk about a typical contest flight, an imaginary two hundred mile
contest triangle on which we investigate what Pilot A and Pilot B might do that would make one win over the
other, and by how much.
First, seconds. It seems to me that very few sailplane pilots properly appreciate how long a second is and how
fast seconds add up. I guess perhaps it's because I used to race boats a lot that I got very aware of this. We speak
a lot in racing boats of seconds per mile. You don't hear that much in sailplane flying, but it counts just the
same. Just because you don't have somebody near you so you can see that he is beating you by a second a mile
doesn't mean he's not doing it. Just to dramatize what I'm talking about, last year in Poland I lost third place by
20 seconds and second place by 55 seconds. Now let's say that a circle takes most of us about 20 seconds to fly-that is one circle during eight days of contest flying, mind you. I was one circle out of third place and three
circles out of second place. Well, if you would like other illustrations, consider this. The U.S. Nationals have
been won--and lost--four times in the last eight years by margins of under 20 points. In American contest flying,
points tend to average about six to eight a minute, Not much of a margin.
All right, well, let's talk about the ship a minute, and see what you can save on the ship. Now in Germany last
spring I was fortunate and had a sabbatical so I could spend a lot of time working on the Elfe, I spent I would
say about five to six hours a day on the Elfe for a bit better than a month, doing this and that, a lot of little
things, nothing very vital: aileron seals, improved canopy fit, improved dive brake fit, covering up the tow
release, improving the wing fillets, a few little odds and ends of that sort. There was a list of about three pieces
of paper filled up with things to do, I think there were about thirty or forty items all told. My guess is from
making comparison flights before and after with one of the Swiss Elfes (Bloch's), was that perhaps, we gained

two to three percent from doing this. We modified A.J.'s ship to match mine so the two ships were, at least
supposedly, very much alike. Two to three percent. Well, that worked out at about 30 minutes saved in an eight
day contest. I worked out the number of hours we flew and found out what two or three percent would get you.
It got you about 20 to 30 minutes, which happens to be just about exactly the margin that the Swiss ship lost by,
and yet Bloch, a very nice chap, rather a casual type, told me just about this time last year when I was starting to
work on the Elfe, "Oh, these little things can't make any real difference." Well, I think they did make a real
difference. They gave A.J. and me a margin to play with over the Swiss Elfe.
Now aside from changing around physical properties of the ship, what else can save a few seconds? Well, for
one thing, how about the ship you fly? Does everything really work all the time, are you really confident about
it? Because a lot of the ships I fly, borrowed ones, have variometers like that of a BS-1 I flew last summer that
had something like a seven second lag. They have total energy systems that don't work at all or very badly. All
sorts of little things that don't happen the way they ought to happen. Well, how about these things? Do they add
up at all? I can only tell you from my own experience what happened in Texas in 1967. There I had a brand new
Diamant 16.5, the ship Walt Talalas has now, absolutely fresh out of the crate. I had about three hours flying on
it (in rather bad weather), I think, before I took it to Texas. We soon discovered in practice in Texas that the
total energy system worked dreadfully and yet this was the system I had just taken lock, stock and barrel out of
my Austria in which it had worked perfectly for two years. All sorts of experts were brought in, this one and
that one, and nobody could figure out what was wrong. Finally, with the help of Paul Bikle and Dick Schreder
and others we found out what the problem was on the fourth contest day. At the same time the ballast tanks
finally arrived from Switzerland, so I had total energy that worked and ballast tanks for the first time on the fifth
day. Well, you might be interested in how the scores went. On days one through four I placed, 28, 21, 1, and 13,
(the 1 was mostly from following Dick around, using his instruments). On days five through eight, with the
working instruments, the places were, 6, 1, 1, 4. Now you can say, "Oh, well, he learned how to fly the ship,!"
yes, no doubt. a little bit, but I don't think an average that went from about sixteen to about three was entirely
due to the ship. It was partly due to knowing where the thermals were by having decent instruments.
Now, I just wanted to mention a few things about ships and about equipment that I thought might be worth
considering. What I'd really like to talk about most is how you can save a few seconds flying, and exactly how
many seconds you save, and what this adds up to in terms of minutes at the end, and what it adds up to in miles
an hour, and what it adds up to in points.
I'm going to ask you to suppose that we're flying together around a 200 mile triangle and further, let's suppose
it's a pretty reasonable sort of eastern day, that we have about 300 foot per minute lift, that the leader whom
we'll call Pilot B averages 45 miles an hour, that each pilot uses thermals about ten miles apart--a total of 20
thermals for each pilot. Let's assume further that each pilot has exactly the same ability, that neither can outthermal the other and neither can out-cruise the other. Once they're set on cruise, they go exactly the same. One
doesn't have better judgment than the other, one doesn't have better skill; they are both flying the same make of
ship. Everything is as much alike as possible. I have ten items in which I claim that Pilot B can just beat Pilot A
silly.
First, the start. Some people, it seems to me, don't realize that starting accurately is a very very difficult thing to
do and requires a great deal of practice. Imagine our Pilot B, our Pilot Better, if you want to call him that,
crosses the starting line at 2950 feet and 140 miles an hour. We'll say 3000 feet is the starting altitude. He gains
about 150 feet by pulling up as soon as he's safely across the line, pulling up gradually to convert his speed into
climb until he's down to his anticipated cruising speed. Pilot A, on the other hand, hasn't done very much
practicing on his starts and underestimates the amount of altitude he needs, so he starts a bit low at 2700 feet
and he's only doing 80 miles an hour as he crosses the line. He looks up and sees the other chaps ahead but
doesn't think very much of it; however, if he gets out his calculator, he'll find out he needs 80 seconds to climb
that lost altitude. There is no way to get it back. One second after the start, Pilot B is 80 seconds better.

Well, both our pilots head toward likely looking clouds because after all one has to climb some time or another.
As you know it's rather common to hit a certain amount of sink alongside a likely looking cloud. Pilot A, our
not-so-hot one, adequate perhaps, Pilot A goes in toward a cloud and like me sometimes or perhaps you
sometimes, thinks he sees a really good looking one and begins to horse back on the stick slightly before he gets
there, anticipating the bounce, so by the time he hits the sink he's only going, say, 65 miles an hour. The sink
goes on for 12 seconds. He will lose about 120 feet. Conversely Pilot B, holding his air speed at 90 miles an
hour or whatever he's cruising at, goes through the sink at that 90 miles an hour, and is in it for only 9 seconds,
and of course loses only 90 feet. Not very much difference. However, Pilot B can use his speed to pull up in the
thermal, pull up before he turns, and gains, from flying 90 miles an hour, approximately 150 feet before he
turns. Pilot A has wasted most of this speed by pulling back gradually and losing in the sink, and the difference
works out at exactly 37 seconds. Multiply it by 20 thermals while you're at it.
Take an alternate example. Both pilots enter the thermal properly at high speed but Pilot A does what I've seen
an awful lot of people do, he immediately rolls into a bank, a good tight turn in order not to lose the thermal,
thereby of course wasting all his potential energy. Pilot B pulls up as usual before turning. Pilot B will get a
total gain of approximately 150 feet which takes 30 seconds to climb, at our 300 feet per minute.
Take another example. Pilot A comes into a thermal, he sees 200 feet per minute on his total energy variometer,
but thinking better things must be nearby, makes a couple of circles to search. He finds nothing better than 200
feet per minute and goes on. Pilot B pulls up, notes that he only gets 200 feet a minute on the variometer when
he knows that the lift is averaging 300 feet a minute for the day, noses back down as soon as he's out of the best
of the lift and pushes on. This gains him 15 seconds. Now you think it might be a little bit more than that but
you have to allow for the fact that the first pilot, Pilot A aid gain something or other in his 200 feet per minute.
Take the point that Dick Schreder brought up. Pilot A sees a gaggle, Gaggles have a remarkable fascination for
many people. He sees a gaggle, say, 20 degrees off course, goes over to join. The lift turns out to be 200 feet a
minute. I don't know why but whenever you see a large gaggle, the lift is often not so hot. But Pilot A is an
optimistic type and he thinks it's got to be better, otherwise there wouldn't be all those ships there, so he makes
about three turns, hoping for better things before he goes on. Pilot B sees the gaggle, notices that it doesn't seem
to be doing anything very special and ignores the whole thing. The gain is 20 seconds all told from doing this.
Now, you can imagine for yourself, how often on the average 200 mile flight you or I get lured by gaggles. I
think one thing to remember about what Dick said on gaggles is that it's an awfully good idea to have at least a
mental list of the top contest numbers. I find it very handy to note the top paint jobs as well. Paul Bikle, for
example, is a lovely type. I don't know a nicer man. He always paints the nose of the ship a nice shiny red. You
can spot it from four miles away, a real good trick for the opposition. Me, I like to have the most anonymous
glider I can possibly get. If they'd allow you to throw a veil over the numbers from start to finish, I'd do it. I
think if you're too far away to read numbers, there are other ways to tell whether gaggles are worthwhile or not.
Obviously if you're low and desperate, gaggles are always worthwhile. However, if you're not low and
desperate but see what you suppose to be some pretty good ships wrapped up in good tight angles of bank, you
can be fairly sure that the gaggle is worth going to. If you see a bunch of K-6's milling around in 20 degree
banks, run, do not walk, in the other direction. It's almost surefire that a decent thermal has tightly banked ships.
The only exception is very very late in the day or very very early in the day when the thermals are gentle sorts
of things.
We have talked about the various ways of entering thermals. How about leaving thermals? My contention is that
leaving thermals badly can be just as costly as entering them badly. Imagine that our friend Pilot A has climbed
to within about 1000 feet of cloud base and sees the lift drop off from 300 feet a minute, which has been the
average, to 200 feet a minute. He continues to circle, seeing ships above, four more times because he's sure it's
going to get better, besides all those other chaps are up there and he doesn't want them getting ahead. Pilot B
takes one look at the variometer and when it drops, tightens up, and gets out of the thermal right away. You'll
find that even allowing for the extra altitude that A gained, B has gained 23 seconds by not climbing in the

weaker lift. As Dick Schreder said a few minutes ago I think this is one of the commonest mistakes that all of us
make at one time or another, keeping on circling, fat and happy, when the lift has dropped off. If you find, as we
so often found in Poland, that the lift drops off materially at, say, 5000 feet, although you can climb to 6000,
you have no business flying around at 5100 feet. All you are doing is wasting good time.
How about techniques of leaving thermals? Our adequate friend Pilot A leaves his thermal at thermalling speed,
say, 50 miles an hour. Most thermals have a good bit of sink alongside and he is only going 60 or so when he
hits it. Pilot B uses a technique which I first heard from Adam Witek of Poland. On his last circle he tightens up
hard at the far side, comes right across the middle of the thermal with the nose well down, gaining speed as fast
as ever he can so by the time he hits the far side he's doing 80, 90 miles an hour. He goes through the sink pretty
briskly, and gains five seconds, 20 times, for each thermal. It's a very good trick, this tightening up and going
right through the center to gain your speed. If you keep on going the periphery and start gaining speed gradually
you'll certainly do your gaining of speed in sink, which is not a very profitable way to do things. I'm not
guessing at these figures. I worked them all out with my handy calculator for all of these items, and I found that
it cost five seconds under the conditions named to leave the thermal in a not-so-clever fashion.
Let's imagine that cruising between thermals, Pilot B flies exactly what his speed ring says, if it's 300 feet a
minute, he flies the proper speed for 300 feet a minute. Pilot A does what I think most of us have done at one
time or another, he says, "Well, gee, it doesn't look so good ahead, I'll just pull back ten miles an hour to be on
the safe side." Well, that will be on the safe side all right, and some time or other it might be useful, but if you
calculate what the one mile an hour average speed lost costs you for four and one-half hours, you'll find it adds
up to six and one-half minutes.
Now, in this comparison we've been making an assumption which is very rarely true, we've been making an
assumption that our two pilots are exactly equal in inter-thermal flying ability. Everybody really knows that the
whole secret in soaring is inter-thermal flying. There is no top pilot in America or in the world that we've seen
that can consistently out thermal anybody else. You hear a lot about magic pilots and thermals, Dick Johnson
and all that sort of thing, but you will not find that he can out climb any other really good pilot by any very
considerable margin. The only place that you can make a lot is between thermals. For the sake of this study,
we're just ignoring the fact that one pilot is going to be better than the other between thermals, but if I could just
stop and talk about this one moment, I would say that almost all the top pilots I know work the hardest when
they're flying from thermal to thermal. The things to work at are indications of cloud streeting as Dick said,
indications that you're in a trough of sink, indications of what the thermals are likely to be like ahead. If you're
down in Texas, and there likely to be dust devils, a very clever trick is to time the duration of a few of those
dust devils because there is absolutely no point in heading for a dust devil that is ten miles away when you
know the dust devil is going to last six minutes. You just aren't going to get there in time, and you are going to
get there fairly low, stretching for it, and there won't be any dust devil when you get there. Now we have all
pulled this trick once or twice, and it is a very grim feeling indeed.
I think there's almost invariably something, some piece of knowledge you can get by paying attention that can
make you go faster. Knowledge that has to do with terrain, knowledge that has to do with how the ship is
performing, even looking at how the flies are gathering on the leading edge will tell you something about what
you ought to be doing next. Terrain, often very important, particularly down in Marfa. I don't think there was
anybody in '67 who didn't get caught in the McCamey trap at one time or another. You know, you'd be barreling
along up to Fort Stockton, you'd have five meters and you'd think you're really going and all of a sudden you'd
be barreling along--and barreling along--and barreling along--and you'd passed up a whole lot of thermals you
wish you hadn't. You hadn't noticed that the terrain had changed; fundamentally, it had all gone sand and sand
doesn't make very good thermals. People with their eyes open saw that sort of thing. Dick mentioned irrigation
areas--sudden death all over the midwest--especially around Texas where there are getting to be so many of
them these days. Where you see irrigation you may assume there are no thermals-and for a long way to leeward
of the irrigation area as well.

You may have noticed if you listen to your radio very much that you don't hear much of Dick Schreder or A.J.
Smith or Ben Greene. Now, some might think that this is because they are nice chaps and have very good
manners and things like that; but I think it's because talking on the radio takes concentration, and concentration
is what make you go faster--not talking on the radio.
To get back to our mythical flight, pay attention to turnpoints. I've gone around turnpoints with a lot of people
and very frequently you notice seconds over the chap who just went over the turn and banked really sharply and
got on about his business on the next leg.
Well, how about final glide? My contention is that Pilot B probably uses 25/1 as a great many of us do on his
computer and he finishes off at the customary five feet off the deck, just as it says in the books. But Pilot A
hasn't practiced with his computer very much, he doesn't trust it very much--some people don't when they don't
practice with their computers-and he decides, "Gee, it looks like a long way," and he goes up to 20/1 just to
make sure. Let's suppose you start your final glide from 25 miles out. Pilot A will need 1300 extra feet which
will take him 260 seconds extra to climb. He will gain back 180 seconds by being able to come in faster, but he
still loses 80 seconds overall. If our Pilot A, our not-so-hot pilot, is one of those chaps that finishes at 300 feet-and we see a lot of this at the Nationals even, and especially at regionals--will have lost another minute, because
a minute takes 300 feet to climb at the finish line just the same way it did at the start.
Suppose we add all these items up and see what happens. Start - B loses 80 seconds; entering thermals - 37
seconds each, times 20, 340 seconds; using weak thermals - say he did it five times, losing 15 seconds a piece,
that will come out 60 seconds; lured by a gaggle, say he did it three times, that will lose 60 seconds; extra
circles at the top of a thermal, unnecessary ones, will lose him 460 seconds; leaving a thermal too slowly will
cost him 100 seconds in all, five seconds and 20 thermals; cruising too slowly will cost him 390 seconds;
overflying the turns by too much of a margin will cost him 100 seconds; and a bad finish technique will cost
him 80 seconds. What does this add up to? It adds up to 2070 seconds which is 34-1/2 minutes. Remember
these are pilots of identical abilities flying the same ship. Now if B finishes in four hours and 27 minutes, which
he would at an average of 45 miles an hour, A will finish in 5 hours 1-1/2 minutes for an average of 39.8. If
points cost five per minute which is a low figure under the U.S. rules, A will have lost 173 points. Multiply by 8
days for the whole contest. If points count 12 points a minute, as they did in the World Championship (I took
the trouble to average them up to see what they count) A will lose 416 points for the day. Keep in mind that in
this hypothetical flight, we've assumed that the pilots were identical, the ships were identical, that the only gains
were in these low loss possibility factors that I've been talking about. Now, it would be nice to have a super ship
with 100 foot span and really clean up big. It would be nice to be able to do something so much better than
everybody else that you could clean up big that way.
Low loss type flying isn't dramatic, it isn't showy, and it does demand a good deal of discipline. But it works.
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